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maximum likelihood (ML), 231
maximum likelihood learning, 198
mean shift, 111
mean shift algorithm, 111
mixing condition, 326
mocap, 214
model, 542
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model-based continuous tracking, 137
model-based tracking, 105, 127
Monte Carlo, 58
motion capture, 295, 421
motion capture data, 3D, 477, 479
motion content, 482
motion detection, 110
motion history images, 61
motion image, 110
motion segmentation, 110
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motion template, 500
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Powell optimization, 539
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probability density estimation, 271, 283
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retrieval, motion, 495, 501
rhythm, 612
rigid body motion, 351
Rodriguez formula, 301, 334
saddle point location algorithms, 194
scene flow, 544
scene reconstruction, 531
segmentation, motion, 110
segmentation, temporal, 493
selection kernel, 324
shape prior, 274
silhouette matching, 538
silhouettes, 63
similarity, motion, 478, 481
skill model, 229
skinning, 349
soft shadowing, 547
spatio-temporal XT-slices, 60
state density, 221
statics, 22
statistical framework, 57
stereo depth data, 369
stereo vision, 453
succession, 612
surveillance, 57, 59
surveillance scenario, 63
tempo, 612
temporal coherence, 539
temporal inference, 193
texture, 271
time mesh, 326
top-down and bottom-up processing, 203
tracking objects of high dofs, 133
tracking, model-based, 105, 127
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video-based rendering, 531
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